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Details of Visit:

Author: EasyS
Location 2: Harrow
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: 7/7 1530
Duration of Visit: 40 mins
Amount Paid: 120
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Silk And Stockings
Website: http://www.silkandstockings.com
Phone: 07951514451

The Premises:

Modest premises generally, but as previously reported the room is nice - air conditioned and
mirrored on two sides.

The Lady:

As per photos on website,but more vampish in the flesh. Very nice 36ish enhanced boobs (but still
with nice nips unlike some other boob jobs)shaven below and allover FIT.

The Story:

One word - Porno !!

Zoe absolutely threw herself into the job in hand.She took the lead alright, but had some great
moves and this was always a treat. Deep passionate kissing, a blow job before I'd even undressed,
turning into prolonged OWO on edge of bed. Lots of kissing and nibbling throughout, into rev O till
she came noisily, then more OWO (including some impromptu rimming, which I'd never
experienced before) while I fingered her again and admired proceedings in the mirror. Sex in mish
before I pulled out for COF "Give me your hot spunk".

Not much time for chatting, this was intense - Zoe says she loves porn and it shows. The house
menu calls this the "Boyfriend Girlfriend Experience" I suggested it's renamed "Porno with Zoe"

Most reviews are positive (indeed most of mine are) as, after all, you've just had sex...but this was
special and memorable, like walking onto the set of your favourite video. While I normally go for a
more chilled GFE, my two visits to this flat have been worth the few extra quid - this is expensive by
parlour standards - as the girls have been absolute sexual dynamos.
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